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Please describe your project idea, including all of the following: 
 
A brief statement of what you intend to do 
 
After researching the history of sports broadcasting and investigating it as a career 
option, I will produce my own sports program featuring clips from football, 
basketball, and volleyball games at DRHS.  The broadcast will feature my own play-
by-play voice-overs, an interview excerpt from at least one coach or player, and 
tributes to three sports broadcasters who have been widely recognized for their 
contributions to the field.   
 
A brief summary of any previous experience you have had in this area 
 
Although I have no experience with sports broadcasting, I have a little experience 
with research and I want to learn more both about sports and broadcasting. 
 
A description of the tangible product you intend to produce 
 
I plan to construct a multi-panel exhibit to illustrate the history and highlights of 
sports broadcasting and showcase the related career opportunities to emphasize the 
skills and knowledge involved.  The exhibit will include a timeline, and bio-pics of 
the sports broadcasters who are recognized as leaders in their field. As part of the 
exhibit, my program will play over a small TV/DVD.  
  
An explanation of how this project will expand your knowledge, skills, and abilities 
 
This project will definitely expand my vocabulary as I learn all of the terms 
associated with each of the three sports I will be taping.  As I become familiar with 
the ins and outs of each game and can speak more knowledgeably about each one, 
my confidence and poise will increase.  Therefore, my broadcasts will appear more 
polished and spontaneous.  I will hone my skills in videotaping and improve my 
public speaking skills as I master the art of voice-overs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A list of the training, materials, or resources you will need and the rationale for each 
 

• Camcorder for taping sporting events 
• Noise-cancelling microphone 
• Computer with Movie Maker for creating voice-overs 
• Assistance in honing my interviewing skills 
• Interviews with local sports broadcasters for tips  
• An opportunity to shadow a sports broadcaster to get a full understanding of 

what is involved 
• Access to an academic library where broadcasting is part of the school’s 

curriculum. 
 

A description of the community action associated with this project and an explanation of 
how you foresee the project impacting you and/or your community. 
 
I will work with the local YMCA to use my exhibit as a means of connecting young 
people to a career in sports broadcasting.  I will play my sports broadcast on a small 
TV/DVD combo and maybe have a short clip approved as a link from the DRHS 
home page. To make this truly interactive, I will record several additional sports 
clips in MovieMaker and have my computer available so that I can help viewers try 
their hand at live play-by-play. I foresee that this project will require that I step out 
of my comfort zone and meet new people under new circumstances. It may even 
serve as a stepping stone to an internship should I choose to pursue sports 
broadcasting as a career. 
 
The following attachments with your initialed verification: 
 
_____ An annotated bibliography of at least 6 useful and authoritative sources 
 
_____ A preliminary timeline for completing the project  
 
_____ A draft of your rubric to be used as a part of your self-assessment 
 
 
Advisor’s signature ______________________________________ 
 
Mentor’s signature ______________________________________ 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
_____Approved _____Returned for revision   
 
Project Review Committee: _______________________________ 
 
    _______________________________ 
 
    _______________________________ 
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